Abstract
Introduction
In general, fieldbus systems are used to monitor and control processes in building automation or industrial environments. Typical applications are heat and climate controls or light control.
Because of their excellent properties fieldbus systems are becoming important in other fields of application, e.g. emergency door control system, energy controls or fire damper control. As a result the need for safety is constantly growing. Fieldbus systems should be designed in a way that they meet specific requirements regarding safety.
In the international standard IEC 61508 a high amount of requirements to receive a safe system are specified. The standard covers all parts of the product life cycle from the definition to the maintenance phase. It gives requirements for the device itself and for the development and maintenance process.
Generally speaking, there are two options to make a fieldbus system safe: design a new one or integrate additional features into an existing one. The first choice has two major drawbacks: It is more expensive than the second choice. Secondly, the new safe devices cannot communicate with existing non-safe devices. As a consequence a lot of fieldbus systems have been added safety features such as a safe protocol and further hardware.
A safe fieldbus is CAN (Control Area Network) with CANopen safety [2] . It meets requirements of safety integrity level (SIL) 3 defined in IEC 61508 (see section 2 for details) by using a redundant hardware structure with two microcontrollers on every safe node. Another solution is Safety-over-EtherCAT [1] . It also specifies a redundant hardware structure and a safe protocol including data duplication and CRCs to fulfil requirements of SIL 3. Other technical solutions are mentioned in [13] .
However, from the safety point of view it is not sufficient to just redesign the hardware structure of the nodes and add safety related software being executed on the node. Additionally, the commissioning and maintenance process of a fieldbus system must be adapted to the safety requirements. A safe commissioning and maintenance process must cover all aspects during the installation, operation and maintenance phase of a fieldbus system.
The remainder of the document is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of safety in fieldbus systems in general. Additionally, the project SafetyLon is introduced where LON (Local Operating Network) standardized in EN 14908 [6] is made safe. The safety related life cycle model is mentioned in section 3. Section 4 outlines the safety related software architecture on PC and node side required to handle the safe commissioning and maintenance process. Finally, section 5 discusses the details of the commissioning and maintenance process.
Safety in Fieldbus
The international standard IEC 61508 -Functional Safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety related systems, introduces measures for safety related systems. Within the standard [10] safety in general is defined as "The absence of unacceptable risk of physical injury or damage to health of people […]". IEC 61508 introduces a life cycle for planning, realising, maintaining and decommissioning of a safety related system. Following the life cycle, it supports the developers in avoiding systematic and handling stochastic failures. The probability of systematic failures can be reduced during the whole project by documenting all activities as listed in [14] ; during implementation phase by specifying coding guidelines for programming source code or testing with redundant hardware; during operation by monitoring the program flow. Stochastic failures can be detected by running online hardware self tests or by specifying a safe protocol for message exchange.
The introduced measures and methodologies lead to a reduction of the inherit risk of an equipment under control such as a node of a fieldbus system below the maximum tolerable risk (see figure 1.)
Identification of failures and risk assessment is done with a hazard and risk analysis. Safety requirements and performance requirements are derived from the hazard and risk analysis. In the end safety functions are determined from the aforementioned requirements.
The likelihood for a successfully performing of the safety functions is categorized in four safety integrity levels (SIL). According to IEC 61508 SIL 1 is the lowest level and SIL 4 the highest. Each safety integrity level corresponds with a specified residual error probability. Refer to table 1 for the error probability of each safety integrity level. The lower the residual error probability the higher the performance of the safety functions must be, i.e. the more failures must be avoided or detected during operation.
With regard to fieldbus systems hazardous events can be identified as shown in table 2 [13] left column. The right column lists the safety requirements that are the basis for designing the safety related software. Within the European collective research project SafetyLon funded by the European Union within the "6 th Framework Programme" the LON is made safe according to the requirements of SIL 3 given by IEC 61508. The major goal of the project is • to develop hard-and software for a safe node, • to design development tools for creating a safe application, • to create management tools for handling the safe network, • to allow safe and non-safe devices to operate on the same network. According to the requirements of SIL 3 compliant systems and taking the requirements for the safe node hardware and the hazards in fieldbus systems into account, a special safe node hardware structure is required ( figure 2) .
The safe node hardware is based on a 1oo2 (1 out of 2) hardware structure. This kind of hardware structure offers a hardware fault tolerance of 1. That is, a single fault does not compromise the safe behaviour of the safe node. It is achieved by joint actions of both microcontrollers involved, called Safety Chip 1 and Safety Chip 2. They control the inputs and outputs and perform the required actions for LON communication. Nonetheless, the functionality of the hardware must be tested frequently to ensure a high hardware integrity. Therefore online self tests for CPU (central processing unit), the volatile and the non volatile program and data storage are integrated. All online self tests are designed in order to meet the requirements for SIL 3 compliant systems using a 1oo2 hardware structure. Refer to [15] for details.
To overcome the hazards caused by the fieldbus system a safe protocol on the top of the LonTalk protocol, according to IEC 61508, is implemented. By means of the safe communication protocol all typical hazards in fieldbus systems (see table 2) can be detected with a probability required by SIL 3 compliant systems. Therefore the safe protocol consists of:
• 
Figure 1 Tolerable risk
For a detailed explanation of the safe protocol refer to [12] .
Due to these extensions within the standard LonTalk protocol the LON and the EN 14908 chip are treated as an unsafe or called "grey" channel [14] . I.e., the 1oo2 channel architecture need not to be used in the "grey" channel. As a result only one connection to LON, connected to Safety Chip 1, is sufficient to guarantee the safe behaviour of the system. The received data, or data to send, are processed from both safety chips. Only one safety chip is neither able to verify the correctness of the received data nor to set up data to send. 
Safety Related Life Cycle Model
SafetyLon supports the whole application during several phases of its life cycle concerning IEC 61508. The safety related communication is only one part of the complete safety concept of machinery, building automation and plants. Moreover processes have to be defined that specify how to program safety functions, download safety related node software and safe node user application to the node; finally how to configure and maintain the network.
Safety Related Data
For designing the application layout, the characteristics of SafetyLon must be taken into account. The possibilities and restrictions concerning
• Separation and protection of SafetyLon domains • SafetyLon addresses
• Single installation PC must be observed. Coding and compilation can be done using regular, non-safety related tools. The safety functions, i.e. safety related software and safe node user application, are coded with safety programming guidelines as mentioned in [9] for C programming language by the use of an editor. After finishing the coding of the safe node user application, the compiler generates a specific, application related binary file. In addition to this the safety related node software file has to be attached. This software file contains all safety related routines for internal tests, communication among the controllers, timers, etc [12] . Note that custom coding and compilation, e.g. in the field, is explicitly not allowed when using regular, non-safety related tools. In this case it is required to use safe tools for coding and compilation.
Beside the safety related node software, other parameters are required to start the operation of the system:
1. Each node is assigned a unique identifier, called a safe address (SADR). The safe address prevents a node from masquerade. It must be avoided that the safe tool talks with the wrong device. If so, it is possible that wrong parameters will be downloaded to the safe node.
Communication among nodes is done by means
of network variables (NVs). Generally, a network variable is a data item that an application on Node A expects to get from Node B on a network (an input network variable) or expects to make available to Node B on a network (an output network variable). The logical connection among NVs is called "binding". 3. Different safe node user applications get different identifiers. As each device can have different applications with different communication relations, it is necessary to address the right application. Safety related data (address, binding and application information) to be exchanged with the safe node is called "device system file" (DSF). After the DSF has been verified by the node, the DSF is accessed in a diverse way and uploaded to the PC to get a valid document file. Once uploaded the DSF is compared with the already existing DSF on the PC. If the verification shows no differences, a valid document file will be generated. After automatic comparison by the PC the user also has to confirm manually at least the safe address, safe node user application information and binding parameters.
Such a way of exchanging safety related data is required because is must be granted to the user that the same DSF as stored on the PC is available on the node to avoid any data inconsistency. Therefore the DSF is downloaded to the device and uploaded again. The PC only supports the user in comparing the DSFs, but the final commitment to the DSF must be given by the user. After that an acknowledgement is sent to the node and data on the node is valid. In short, the user must be sure that the right DFS is on the node. Therefore the user has to acknowledge the DSF manually.
Safety Related Life Cycle State Diagram
A requirement coming from IEC 61508 is that every part of the "life" of a device must be considered. As a consequence a model and corresponding functions must be specified that cover the complete life cycle of a device. Typically, the device is in idle state waiting for an external event to get started. Most of its time it is in operation. Sometimes the device will be modified and in case of a failure will switch to safe state.
To meet the aforementioned requirement, a state diagram is specified. The safe life cycle is implemented in the form of a state machine derived from the state diagram within the safe operating system of the safe node. A safe node has seven different operation modes as shown in figure 3 and elaborated during the project.
After generation and before the comparison of the DSF (device system file) the node runs in idle mode where it does not communicate nor starts to operate. All safe outputs are switched off.
After the comparison of the DSF, during the installation, the safe node is in test mode where it does not communicate nor starts to operate. To test the function of the node a PC has to initiate the function test. All files, which are stored in the safe node are produced by a non-safety related tool. Therefore the operator has to test all programmed functions to ensure that the node operates identical to the safe address, safety related node software file and binding parameters. If the operator agrees to all addresses and to all safety functions, he confirms to the safe node that everything has been tested. This sets the mode from test to pre-run.
In the pre-run mode it is able to operate and to communicate. In difference to run mode the node generates a warning signal to inform the operator of its mode. To get in the run mode, the node must receive the confirmation from the operator that everything is tested. If the device is reset in pre-run mode, it switches to test mode again because pre-run mode can only be entered after operator confirmation.
In the wait mode the node waits for a confirmation by a PC tool to go into the run mode. This mode is required if the system design is based on a coordinated start-up procedure that does not allow to switch over all safe nodes synchronously by reset.
In the run mode it is able to operate and to communicate. To go into this mode the node must have been in the pre-run mode first. There are two options to get into this mode: after (power-up) reset or after explicitly enabling this mode by a PC.
In operation the safety related data transfer is handled by SafetyLon. The under laying network is responsible for the data transport among the nodes within a defined timing quality. Loss of timing or transport quality within the under laying communication layer is detected by the SafetyLon layer and will result in loss of availability not in loss of safety.
In case of an error the safe node switches to safe mode. Two classes of error are specified: recoverable (the node goes to run mode automatically after the error is solved) and non-recoverable error. The first one is e.g. a communication problem due to congestion on the network; the second one e.g. a hardware failure in the RAM or CPU. In the mode the safe outputs are switched off.
The modification mode is reached after a modification of data has been initiated from external, e.g. over the network. A modification of data is done while transferring binding information. While the safe node is in modification mode, it behaves like in idle mode. Therefore in this mode the safe node does not communicate with other safe nodes and never starts to operate. When the modification has been finished the new DSF is compared and -if the verification is successful -the safe node enters test mode. Then a new test must take place.
System Architecture
The implementation of the safety related life cycle model requires additional software components running on a PC and the safe nodes. Moreover, a safe management protocol has to be specified to ensure safe communication for commissioning and maintenance between a PC and safe nodes exclusively. In addition to the safe communication protocol, the safe management protocol is embedded into the payload field of the LonTalk protocol [7] . It specifies a request and a response message structure [8] with at maximum 42 byte. Messages only differ in byte 6 of the message structure as shown in figure 4 . Only the response message includes an one byte error code field. The error code signals the software on PC side if the request message was processed successfully or failed due to some reason.
The command ID specifies what the node should do. Destination SADR equals the safe address of the node. Transactions ID is an unique identifier that characterizes the transaction between a PC and a single node. The other fields a self-explanatory and therefore not discussed.
Communication is always triggered by the PC that sends a request to the safe node. It processes the request and responds by sending a message back. Every commissioning and maintenance process needs three request/response messages according to [8] . The first message exchange is required to ensure that the correct safe node is addressed. The second one is to write data to or read data from the node. The third to acknowledge data as outlined in subsection 3.1. Consequently the system can be in three different states. 1. Open an transaction PC-node -the PC challenges the node to send a transaction ID unique for the designated transaction. 2. Send commissioning/maintenance command -the PC sends the actual command that is going to be executed at node side. 3. Commit/cancel transaction PC-node -the PC sends a commit/cancel message that signals the node to execute or not execute the command now.
The following subsections present the software architecture on PC and safe node side to handle the safe management communication.
PC side
In the SafetyLon project it was decided not to use commissioning tools available on the market for configuring and administrating the LON, but to use the LNS (LonWorks Network Operating System) database. See figure 5 for a schematic overview of the SafetyLon Tool and its interfaces to LNS. The PC tools are divided into SafetyLon Library (SLL) and the SafetyLon Application (SLA). That is for being independent from the LNS Tool. Developers of LNS Tools integrate the SLA in the LNS Tool and only use the SLL. Developers without their own LNS Tool can develop their own SLA in dependencies of existing LNS Tools on the market. This way of structuring the software allows two options to develop an individual commissioning tool for several devices. The following section explains the functionality of the SLL and the SLA within the project SafetyLon.
SafetyLon Application
SafetyLon Application (SLA) (see figure 6 ) provides services to configure one or several safe nodes, depending on the network system design. The application contains an interface to the SLL and it is instantiating the SLL within the initialization process. With functions used from this library, the application configures the safe nodes. The User-Interface shows the operator the resources of every safe node that are changeable. To obtain information from devices, the application uses the interface to the LNS Object Server API. It is required because the SLA is a standard LNS plug-in.
The SLA instantiates the LNS Object Server and then it is passed through the SAFETY API to the SLL together with at least LNS network and system object during initialization. As a consequence both software parts interact with the same instance of LNS Object Server. The event-sink for handling LNS events is implemented in the SLA. Thus the changes in the LNS 
SafetyLon Library
The SafetyLon Library (SLL) software architecture (see figure 7) consists of two interfaces and one application. The LNS API handles the connection to LNS Object Server. The SAFETY API is the interface for the SLA to the SLL. The handling of LNS Object Server is described in the Echelon guidelines of the LNS Application Developer's Kit [5] . The SAFETY API must be created and defined in this library.
The SLL is a COM server as an in-proc server (a dynamic link library) and the implemented interface is the dual interface. For supporting other languages the IDL (Interface Definition Language) describes the properties and methods of the SLL. So it can be avoided to use Microsoft Foundation Classes and the SLL is independent from new Microsoft releases. Changes in the LNS Object Server should not influence the functionality of the SLL.
From the implementation point of view the SafeLon Library is divided into 3 DLLs [8] . The SafetyLon Library DLL is the main DLL that is used by the client, which is a COM EXE (LNS Plug In). The DLL provides functions to configure a safe node. This DLL uses the SafetyLon Frame DLL to construct and deconstruct the management and diagnostic communication frame (see figure 4) . The frame is sent by the SafetyLon Library DLL to the safe node. The current configuration of a safe node including the safe address is stored in the SafetyLon Database DLL. It manages and stores the safe addresses. Additionally it stores all configuration information in the database.
Node Side
As already shown in figure 2 every safe node includes two safety chips. Safety related software on both safety chips is structured in three layers as shown in figure 8 [12] . Since only Safety Chip 1 is connected to the LON, the software part to access the network is omitted on Safety Chip 2.
The underlying part of the safety related software is a third party EN 14908 software. It is used to communicate with the EN 14908 network interface: ShortStack Micro Server from Echelon [4] or LC 3020 from LoyTec [11] . The lower layer offers services to communicate over the LON and to exchange messages between the safety chips. The middle layer incorporates the safe network management protocol stack; moreover online hardware self tests [15] , interfaces to the safe inputs and outputs. The upper layer is the application programming interface for the user. The safety operating systems runs the software on each safety chip. It is beyond the scope of this document and not outlined here.
Safe network management messages are exchanged by means of LonTalk [7] explicit message service [3] . Safety Chip 1 receives a safe network management request via the EN 14908 network interface from the PC (see figure 9) . It forwards the complete request to Safety Chip 2 using the Safety Chip Interface. Both safety chips are processing the request in the SafetyLon Communication module and must agree on the same result. They inform each other by exchanging acknowledgments. Next both are building the response message with the expected data. Safety Chip 2 sends its message to the other safety chip. It compares the response message with its own one. In case of identity it sends the response as it is otherwise it sets a defined error code first.
Management Process
It is obvious that a safe fieldbus as any other non-safe fieldbus system needs mechanism to manage the system. Since thorough requirements are given by IEC 61508, standard tools on PC side must be enhanced (see subsection 4.1) as well as safe node software (see subsection 4.2). The SafetyLon tool providing safe mechanism to manage the system safely supports the commissioning and maintenance process.
Commissioning
The application layer communication is based on network variables (NVs) which are sent and received by nodes. The logical connection between an input NV and an output NV is called "binding". The binding parameters consist of two parts, the LON binding parameters and the SafetyLon binding parameters. The first ones are irrelevant for SafetyLon. A binding table has to be built by the operator. This can be done by ordinary network management software. The SafetyLon binding parameters are defined as a parameter table for each node "consuming" the information (a so-called consumer). The content of this table contains the expected safe addresses of connected nodes "producing" the information (so-called producers) and the time expectations (timing parameters) for receiving messages. The commissioning of a node is basically separated into three main steps:
Identification with addressing
The safe node has an non-safe unique network identifier (NID) The NID resides in the EN 14908 chip and is not over-writable. Using standard network management software the NID is stored on the PC. Each safe node with its unique NID is assigned a safe address by the SafetyLon tool triggered from PC side. Moreover the file containing the address information will be generated with this data afterwards on the PC.
Binding Parameters and Verification
Each producer and consumer even on the same node has its own unique safe address which will be stored in the non volatile memory on both safety chips. The safe address is going to be transferred to a producer or a consumer by using the safe address of the safe node and a CRC. Then both safety chips check whether the received safe address for the producer or consumer is unique and data integrity by verifying CRC is granted.
The identification of safe node is done by using the NID stored in a network management database. This information will be sent together with the safe address to the safe node. After receiving the node verifies the received NID with the NID in the EN 14908 chip.
During the storing operation the data is checked and the CRC is verified. So any failure from transfer or from the storing function will be detected by the device. After the identification and verification process only the safe address is used to address the node or a producer or consumer inside of a node.
Application Identification Parameters and Verification
Each safe node user application gets a unique ID during development. It is used to identify different applications and also make it possible to distinguish between various versions of the same application. For that reason the application identifier is read from the non volatile memory of both safety chips by the safe management tool. It is transferred to the PC and must be approved manually by the operator.
Maintenance
Maintenance process comprises gathering of diagnostic information, replacing of safe nodes and modification such as new safe bindings. Details are outlined in the following.
Diagnostic Information
Such information is stored on every safe node. It can be retrieved by the SafetyLon tool on PC side as mentioned in section 4. Typical diagnostic information are the error log of a node or the current consumers bound to the safe node.
Replacement of a Safe Node
If there is the need of replacing a safe node, the new safe node has a new NID. If the old (defective) safe node is replaced by a new one the old DSF (device system file) has to be loaded into the new safe node. As the safe node checks the stored NID, it is not agreeing to the new DSF. The safe node shows this failure by flashing a LED. Now the operator has to push the push button again and therefore agree to a device replacement. If this is the case, the safe node does the following function:
• Check whether all device information from the DSF will fit to the SLN (e.g. number of inputs, safe node user application).
• If the check is done with a positive result the safe node is going to create a new DSF with a new NID and the same safe address of the safe node and each producer and consumer.
• The new DSF is being transferred to the PC, verified by the tool on PC side and stored as a new document file.
Modification
This process means for example adding or deleting a new binding. In this case the same procedure is required as outlined in subsection 5.1.2. In that process the DSF of very safe node can be used to verify the functionality of the safety system more efficiently. The DSF of a safe node represents a tested and verified status of the safe network. After modifications they can be used to verify the differences between the state before and after the modification. To do so the PC software sends a DSF including NID and a CRC to the corresponding safe node. The safe node verifies the DSF and sends it back to PC. The PC then verifies the received file with the original document file. If the verification succeeds the safe node has not to be tested again. If verification fails, this safe node needs to be tested again.
Conclusion
The SafetyLon project aims at extending the standard LON to a SafetyLon by enhancing the existing hardware on safe node side, PC and node software. Additionally, a safe management process is specified that guarantees safe commissioning and maintenance of the SafetyLon. Hard-, software and management process is designed so that requirements according to IEC 61508 SIL 3 (safety integrity level 3) are met.
The safety related life cycle model is the basis for the safe management process. It defines different states and covers all parts of the SafetyLon life cycle.
To carry out the safe management process safety related software on PC side (SafetyLon tool) and on safe node side is mandatory. Moreover a, safe management protocol is required to grant message exchange between PC and safe node only.
A management process is the safe commissioning of the node. It is separated into three steps, namely assigning a safe address to each node, make the safe binding among safe nodes and check the application identifier on each node. Such an approach guarantees that only safe nodes with defined applications can communicate safely with each other.
To maintain SafetyLon, functionality to retrieve diagnostic information, to replace a safe node and to modify the binding among safe nodes is implemented. This kind of features ensures a suitable management of a flexible and changing system.
In the end it must be mentioned that enhancing standard tools with safety features does not result in getting a safe tool. The presented approach still relies on non-safe tools. The advantage is that the effort to create the enhanced tool is lower compared to the development of safe tools. However, the disadvantage is that changing the safe node user application during operation of the system by simply uploading a new one to the safe node is strictly forbidden. Therefore safe tools such as a safe editor and a safe program to download a safe node user application to a node would be necessary.
